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Abstract
Hall algebras and related constructions have had diverse applications in mathematics and
physics, ranging from representation theory and quantum groups to Donaldson-Thomas theory
and the algebra of BPS states. The theory of 2-Segal spaces was introduced independently
by Dyckerhoff–Kapranov and Ga´lvez-Carrillo–Kock–Tonks as a unifying framework for Hall
algebras: every 2-Space defines an algebra in the∞-category of spans, and different Hall algebras
correspond to different linearisations of this universal Hall algebra.
A recurring theme is that Hall algebras can often be equipped with a coproduct which
makes them a bialgebra, possibly up to a ‘twist’. In this paper will explain the appearance
of these bialgebraic structures using the theory of 2-Segal spaces: We construct the universal
Hall bialgebra of a double 2-Segal space, which is a lax bialgebra in the (∞,2)-category of
bispans. Moreover, we show how examples of double 2-Segal spaces arise from Waldhausen’s
S-construction.
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1 Introduction
Dyckerhoff–Kapranov [4] and Ga´lvez-Carrillo–Kock–Tonks [6] have independently introduced the
notion of a 2-Segal space as a unifying perspective on the various Hall algebra constructions that
appear in the literature. The idea is that every 2-Segal space X defines an algebra object in the∞-category of spans called the universal Hall algebra of X. Then different flavours of Hall alge-
bras correspond to different choices in how to linearise this universal Hall algebra. For example,
the Ringel-Hall algebra linearises via locally constant functions [22], Toe¨n’s derived Hall algebras
via homotopy cardinality [23], Joyce’s motivic Hall algebras via stack functions [12] and Lusztig’s
categorification of the positive part of quantum groups via perverse sheaves [18].
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A recurring theme is that the various Hall algebras can be equipped with a coproduct which
makes them a bialgebra, possibly up to a ‘twist’. The canonical example of this is Green’s theorem
for the Ringel-Hall algebra [8], but similar results appear in the work of Joyce and Lusztig. In this
paper we will show how to explain the appearance of these bialgebraic structures using the theory
of 2-Segal spaces: We construct the universal Hall bialgebra of a double 2-Segal space, which is a lax
bialgebra in the (∞,2)-category of bispans.
Our approach draws significant inspiration from Dyckerhoff’s proof of Green’s theorem in the
language of 2-Segal spaces [3]: Waldhausen’s S-construction applied to an abelian category A pro-
duces a 2-Segal space S●A ∶ ∆op → S with SnA the moduli space of length n flags in A. The universal
Hall algebra of A is the algebra object in the ∞-category of spans whose underlying space is S1A
with product and unit given by
0→ a→ b→ c→ 0

''
.
vv
0 
##
S2A
((vv
S0A
   !!(a, c) S1A2 S1A b ∗ S1A 0 .
(1.1)
Dually, these diagrams can be read from right to left, making S1A a coalgebra object in the ∞-
category of spans which we call the universal Hall coalgebra of A.
The operations ∆µ and µ2∆2 are implemented, respectively, by the spans
S+A
%%yy
S◻A
&&yy
and
S1A
2 S1A
2 S1A
2 S1A
2 ,
where S+A and S◻A are, respectively, the moduli spaces of diagrams in A of the form
b

a //

b // c

a′ // b′

// c′ and a′

c′

b′′ a′′ // b′′ // c′′
having each row and column a short exact sequence. To investigate the compatibility of µ and ∆,
consider the diagram
S+A
''ww
S1A
2 S2,2A //

OO
oo S1A
2 ,
S◻A
77gg
(1.2)
where S2,2A is the moduli spaces of diagrams in A of the form
a //

b

// c

a′

// b′ //

c′

a′′ // b′′ // c′′
having each row and column a short exact sequence. The morphism S2,2A→ S+A is an equivalence
since every cross of short exact sequences can be completed to a 3x3 grid of short exact sequences
in an essentially unique way using pullbacks, pushouts, kernels and cokernels. Unfortunately, the
morphism S2,2A→ S◻A is an equivalence if and only if A is the trivial abelian category ([3] 2.38).
We are therefore forced to conclude that S1A is not, in general, a bialgebra. Nonetheless, the
diagram in Eq. 1.2 does define a non-invertible 2-morphism
∆µ⇒ µ2∆2
2
in the (∞,2)-category of bispans. In other words, the 2-morphism ∆µ⇒ µ2∆2 is a witness for the lax
compatibility of the universal Hall algebra and coalgebra of A. These structures taken together define
a lax bialgebra object in the (∞,2)-category of bispans which we call the universal Hall bialgebra of
the abelian category A.
In defining the 2-morphism witnessing the lax compatibility in Eq. 1.2 we made use of the space
S2,2A which cannot be directly built from the 2-Segal space S●A. Indeed, the additional structure
we needed was that Waldhausen’s S-construction can be iterated to define a bisimplicial space S●,●A
where Sn,kA is the moduli space of length n flags of length k flags in A. The bisimplicial space
S●,●A is a particular example of a double 2-Segal space: a bisimplicial space X●,● ∶ (∆op)2 → S such
that X●,k and Xk,● are 2-Segal spaces for each k.
A wealth of examples of double 2-Segal spaces arise from the S-construction of so-called aug-
mented proto-exact ∞-categories: generalisations of exact ∞-categories [1] which are not necessarily
additive or even pointed. There are two variations on the S-construction which define double 2-Segal
spaces. The first is the iterated S-construction S●,●A of an augmented proto-exact ∞-category which
was described above for abelian categories. The second is the monoidal S-construction S⊗●,●A of a
monoidal augmented proto-exact ∞-category.
Theorem 1. Both the iterated S-construction of an augmented proto-exact ∞-category and the
monoidal S-construction of a monoidal augmented proto-exact ∞-category are double 2-Segal spaces.
The universal Hall bialgebra of an abelian category outlined above is a special case of the main
result of this paper:
Theorem 2. The space of (1,1)-simplices X1,1 of a double 2-Segal space X●,● is canonically a lax
bialgebra in the (∞,2)-category of bispans. We call this the universal Hall bialgebra of X.
Our construction of the universal Hall bialgebra leverages the fact that the initial bisimplicial
object in an ∞-category having finite limits is
∆ [●, ●] ∶ (∆op)2 → (Fin∆2)op,
where Fin∆2 is the nerve of the category of level-wise finite bisimplicial sets: any bisimplicial object
X●,● ∈ C∆2 in an ∞-category C having finite limits defines a finite limit preserving functor (Fin∆2)op →
C by right Kan extension (Fin∆2)op // C
(∆op)2?
OO
X
88
which sends ∆ [●, ●] to X●,●. The structures underlying the universal Hall bialgebra of Theorem 2
are directly inherited from the following:
Theorem 3. The standard (1,1)-simplex ∆ [1,1] is a totally lax bialgebra in the (∞,2)-category of
bispans in (Fin∆2)op. That is, it carries a laxly associative product and lax coassociative coproduct
which are laxly compatible.
One of the key benefits of this approach is that it allows us to define the universal Hall bialgebra
of a double 2-Segal object in an arbitrary ∞-category having finite limits, such as ∞-categories of
spaces or (derived) stacks.
This paper is the second in a series of three papers whose aim it is to define new examples of
bimonoidal categories using 2-Segal spaces. The first paper [20] gave a combinatorial construction of
the universal Hall algebra of a 2-Segal object, in the process laying much of the technical groundwork
for this paper. The third paper [19] defines the Hall bimonoidal category of a double 2-Segal space
as a linearisation via local systems of the universal Hall bialgebra defined in this paper.
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Outline. We begin in Section 2 with the technical background necessary to define the notion of
lax bialgebra objects in Span×2 C, the symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category of bispans in C. In short,
they are defined as certain symmetric monoidal lax functors Bialg∐ ↝ Span×2 C, where Bialg∐ is the∞-category which corepresents bialgebras. In Section 2.1 we review symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-
categories and symmetric monoidal lax functors between them. Then in Section 2.2 we introduce
the twisted arrow construction which appears throughout this paper and review results from [20]
which present Span×2 C in a convenient form for our purposes. Section 2 ends with the definition of
Bialg∐ and the definition of lax bialgebra objects.
As discussed above the protagonists in this paper are double 2-Segal spaces, the subjects of
Section 3. Given the definition of a 2-Segal space, which we review in Section 3.1, the definition of
a double 2-Segal space is straightforward. Moreover, one needs to develop essentially no theoretical
machinery concerning double 2-Segal spaces to define their universal Hall bialgebras. Instead, the
purpose of this Section is to construct examples of double 2-Segal spaces using the S-construction
of augmented proto-exact ∞-categories as outlined in Theorem 1. This is done in Section 3.2.
Section 4 contains the main construction of the paper: we show that every bisimplicial object
X ∈ C∆2 equips its space of (1,1)-simplices X1,1 with the structure of a totally lax bialgebra in
Span×2 C. This is, as we explain in Section 4.2, an essentially formal consequence of Theorem 3. The
latter construction, namely the endowing of ∆ [1,1] with a totally lax bialgebra structure as an
object of Span×2 (Fin∆2)op, occupies Section 4.1.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5 with the definition of the universal Hall bialgebra of
a double 2-Segal object and the proof that it is a lax bialgebra.
Acknowledgements. The majority of this paper was part of the author’s DPhil thesis under the
supervision of Christopher L. Douglas. We are indebted to Joachim Kock for his thorough feedback
as an external thesis examiner. Finally, we would also like to thank Tobias Dyckerhoff for a number
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Notational conventions and simplicial preliminaries. By an ∞-category we will always mean
a quasi-category. As such, we crucially rely upon the theory of ∞-categories developed by [10, 11]
and Lurie [16, 15].
To distinguish ordinary from ∞- categories, we use Greek letters (e.g. ∆) or ordinary font (e.g.
C) to denote the former and blackboard Greek letter (e.g. ∆) or calligraphic font (e.g. C) to denote
the latter.
The category of functors between between ordinary categories is denoted Fun(−,−) while for ∞-
categories it is Fun(−,−). Similarly, Map(−,−) is the groupoid of functors and natural isomorphisms
and Map(−,−) is the largest Kan complex inside Fun(−,−).
The ∞-category of ∞-categories, Cat∞, is defined to be the simplicial nerve of qCat, which has
objects quasi-categories and mapping spaces given by Map(−,−) ([16] 3.0.0.1). The ∞-category of
spaces, S, is the full subcategory of Cat∞ on those quasi-categories which are Kan complexes. The
inclusion S
  // Cat∞ admits a right adjoint (−)≃ ([16] 1.2.5.3) and a left adjoint (−)gpd ([16] 1.2.5.6).
The category Fin is the category of finite sets with every object isomorphic to one of the form
n = {1,⋯, n} ∈ Fin.
Similarly, Fin∗ is the category of finite pointed sets, the objects of which are denoted X∗ where ∗ is
the basepoint and X the complement. The ∞-categories Fin and Fin∗ are, respectively, the nerves
of Fin and Fin∗.
The objects of the category ∆ of non-empty finite linear orders are
[n] = {0 < 1 < . . . < n} ∈ ∆.
There are two distinguished classes of morphisms in ∆: the active morphisms, denoted → \, which
preserve endpoints and the inert morphisms, denoted ↣, which are inclusions of subintervals. Every
morphism in ∆ can be uniquely factored as an active followed by an inert morphism. We denote the
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wide subcategories of, respectively, active and inert morphisms by ∆ac and ∆in. The ∞-categories
∆, ∆ac and ∆in are, respectively, the nerves of ∆, ∆ac and ∆in.
A k-fold simplicial object in an ordinary category C or ∞-category C is an object, respectively,
of
C∆k = Fun((∆op)×k ,C) C∆k = Fun ((∆op)×k ,C) .
The category of (possibly empty) linear orders ∆+ has objects labelled by
⟨n⟩ = {1 < ⋯ < n} ∈ ∆+.
From ∆+ one can build the category ∇ ([7] 8)1, which has the same objects but morphisms
⟨k⟩
||
$$
$$⟨n⟩ ⟨m⟩ .
(1.3)
A k-fold ∇-object in an ordinary category C is an object of
C∇k = Fun ((∇op)×k,C) .
Finally, by ([7] 8.2) one has a functor G ∶ ∆ → ∇ which is bijective on objects and full and
restricts to isomorphisms ∆ac ≃ ∆op+ and ∆≥1in ≃ (∆+)≥1in . Furthermore, equipping ∆ac with the
monoidal structure [n] ∨ [m] = [n +m]
having unit [0] makes the functor G a monoidal equivalence, where ∆+ has the monoidal structure
⟨n⟩ + ⟨m⟩ = ⟨n +m⟩ (1.4)
having unit ⟨0⟩. Restriction along G induces a fully faithful functor
G∗ ∶ C∇k → C∆k . (1.5)
2 Lax bialgebras in Span×2 C
The universal Hall bialgebra of a double 2-Segal object X ∈ C∆2 will be a lax bialgebra object in the
symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category of bispans in C, denoted Span×2 C. In this section we cover the
technical background necessary to define this notion. We begin in Section 2.1 with a quick review
of symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-categories and lax functors between them. Then Section 2.2 covers
the symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category of bispans. Finally, in Section 2.3 we define lax bialgebra
objects.
2.1 Lax functors between (∞,2)-categories
By an (∞,2)-category we mean a simplicial ∞-category B ∈ (Cat∞)∆ satisfying the Segal conditions,
Bn
∼ // B1 ×B0 ⋯×B0 B1 , n ≥ 2.
Moreover, the ∞-category B0 must be a space, that is, B0 ∈ S, and the Segal space
∆op B // Cat∞ (−)≃ // S
must be complete [17]. A functor of (∞,2)-categories is simply a natural transformation or, equiv-
alently, the ∞-category of (∞,2)-categories, Cat(∞,2), is a full subcategory of (Cat∞)∆.
1Note that our category ∇ is the opposite of the one defined in [7]
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A lax functor L ∶ B ↝ B′ between (∞,2)-categories B,B′ ∈ Cat(∞,2) is, informally, a functor in
which the 2-morphisms witnessing the preservation of composition and unitality are not required
to be invertible. To formalise this notion, recall that the unstraightening construction ([16] 3.2.0.1)
defines an equivalence between functors C→ Cat∞ and cocartesian fibrations over C,
Un ∶ Fun(C,Cat∞) ∼ // Cocart/C .
In particular, one can unstraighten an (∞,2)-category by taking C = ∆op. A functor F ∶ B → B′
unstraightens to a morphism
Un(B) Un(F ) //
%%
Un(B′)
xx
∆op
such that Un(F ) preserves cocartesian morphisms. A lax functor L ∶ B↝ B′ is then defined to be a
morphism of fibrations
Un(B) L //
%%
Un(B′)
xx
∆op
such that L preserves the cocartesian lifts of inert morphisms in ∆op ([4] 9.2.8), that is, cocartesian
lifts of morphisms in ∆opin .
Using that the ∞-category Cat(∞,2) has finite limits we define, following Lurie ([15] 2.0.0.7),
a symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category to be a functor B⊗ ∶ Fin∗ → Cat(∞,2) such that for every
S∗ ∈ Fin∗,
B⊗(S∗) ∼ //∏
s∈SB
⊗({s}∗) .
The ∞-category of symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-categories, Cat⊗(∞,2), is a full subcategory of the
functor category Fun(Fin∗,Cat(∞,2)).
Finally, one can readily extend the definition of a lax functor to define a symmetric monoidal lax
functor: a functor between (∞,2)-categories which laxly preserves composition and unitality but
still preserves the symmetric monoidal structure.
Definition 2.1. A symmetric monoidal lax functor L ∶ B⊗ ↝ (B′)⊗ between symmetric monoidal(∞,2)-categories B⊗, (B′)⊗ ∈ Cat⊗(∞,2) is a morphism of fibrations
Un (B⊗) L //
((
Un ((B′)⊗)
uu
Fin∗ × ∆op
such that L preserves cocartesian lifts of morphisms in Fin∗ × ∆opin .
2.2 The twisted arrow construction and the (∞,2)-category of bispans
Informally, from an ∞-category C having finite limits one can construct an (∞,2)-category having
the same objects as C, 1-morphisms span diagrams
d
  ~~
c c′
2-morphisms ‘spans of spans’
d
%%yy
c e
OO

//oo c′
d′
99ee
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and compositions given by pullback. The cartesian product on C endows this (∞,2)-category with a
symmetric monoidal structure. We shall call this the symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category of bispans
in C, and denote it by Span×2 C.
Haugseng [9] has given a rigorous construction of Span×2 C. In a previous work ([20] 3) we
reformulated Haugseng’s construction in a form suitable for our purposes. We shall only quickly
review what is needed for the current paper and refer the reader to the previous paper for further
details.
The morphisms in this (∞,2)-category are given in terms of the twisted arrow construction: a
functor
Σ− ∶ Cat→ Cat,
where ΣD is the category whose objects are arrows f ∶ d → d′ and whose morphisms from f1 to f2
are diagrams
d1
f1 //

d′1
d2
f2
// d′2
OO
The ∞-categories ΣD are the nerves of the categories ΣD.
Remark 2.2. A fact which will we use repeatedly in the latter parts of this paper is the following:
a functor ΣD → C, for C a category having finite limits, is equivalent to a normal oplax functor
D ↛ sp (C) ([5] 3.4.1). The target sp (C) is a bicategory having the same objects as C, 1-morphisms
spans and 2-morphisms diagrams
d
&&yy

c c′ .
d′
88ee
For a poset X, the twisted arrow category ΣX is the opposite of the poset of non-empty subin-
tervals in X. In particular, for any φ ∈ Nk(∆op), where N●(−) is the nerve, one has a poset Mφ with
objects {(a, b) ∣ b ∈ [k]op, a ∈ φ(b)},
and ordering defined by declaring (a, b) ≤ (a′, b′) if and only if b ≤ b′ ∈ [k]op and φb,b′(a) ≤ a′.
Example 2.3. For φ ∈ Nk(∆op) the constant map on [n], the poset Mφ is isomorphic to [n] × [k].
Example 2.4. For the unique active morphism φ = ([2] Z← [1]) ∈ N1(∆op), the poset Mφ is
(0,1)

// (1,1)
(0,0) // (1,0) // (2,0)
Since the posets Mφ are obtained from the Grothendieck construction of the functor
[k]op φ // ∆   // Cat ,
they satisfy the following naturality properties: each natural transformation η ∶ φ′ ⇒ φ gives a
functor
M(η) ∶Mφ′ →Mφ, (a, b)↦ (ηb(a), b)
and each morphism γ ∶ [n]→ [k] gives a functor
M(γ) ∶Mφγ →Mφ, (a, b)↦ (a, γ(b)).
There are two relevant subcategories of ΣMφ . The first is the subcategory ΛMφ consisting of
those intervals
ΛMφ = {[(a, b); (φb,b′(a′), b′)] ∣ ∣b′ − b∣ ≤ 1 and ∣a′ − a∣ ≤ 1} .
7
The second is the subcategory ΣVφ , where Vφ is the subcategory of Mφ on those intervals
Vφ = {[(a, b); (φb,b′(a), b′)]} .
Example 2.5. For φ ∈ Nk(∆op) the constant map on [n], the subcategory ΛMφ is isomorphic to
Λn,k ∶= Λn × Λk, where Λn is the subcategory of Σn on those intervals [i; j] with ∣j − i∣ ≤ 1. The
category Vφ is isomorphic to Vn,k, the subcategory of [n] × [k] on the morphisms (Id, g).
Example 2.6. For the unique active morphism φ = ([2] Z← [1]) ∈ N1(∆op), the subcategory ΛMφ is
[(0,1); (0,1)] [(0,1); (1,1)]oo // [(1,1); (1,1)]
[(0,1); (0,0)]
OO

[(0,1); (2,0)]oo
OO
//
))uu
[(1,1); (2,0)]
OO
[(0,0); (0,0)] [(0,0); (1,0)]oo // [(1,0); (1,0)] [(1,0); (2,0)]oo // [(2,0); (2,0)]
and the poset Vφ is (0,1)

(1,1)
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)
Finally, the categories ΠS, the poset of subsets of a set S, assemble into a functor Π(−) ∶ Finop∗ →
Cat by declaring the image of a pointed map f ∶ S∗ → T∗ to be
Πf ∶ ΠT → ΠS, U ↦ f−1(U).
Each category ΠS has a full subcategory PS consisting of the singleton sets. The ∞-categories PS
and ΠS are, respectively, the nerves of PS and ΠS.
Definition 2.7. Let C be an ∞-category with finite limits, S a set and φ ∈ Nk(∆op). Then we say
a functor τ ∶ ΠSop ×ΣMφ → C is:
1. cartesian if it is the right Kan extension of its restriction to PSop × ΛMφ .
2. vertically constant if morphisms of the form (Id, v) for v ∈ ΣVφ are sent to isomorphisms.
Example 2.8. A functor Σ2 → C is a diagram,
c[0;2]
((vv
c[0;1]
((vv
c[1;2]
((vv
c[0;0] c[1;1] c[2;2] .
Such a diagram is cartesian if it is the right Kan extension of its restriction to Λ2, i.e., if the middle
square is a pullback in C. In general, a functor Σn → C is pyramid of spans on n+1 objects. It being
cartesian says higher tiers of this pyramid consist of a coherent choice of pullbacks of the n spans
along the bottom two tiers.
Example 2.9. A functor Π{1,2}op → C is a diagram,
c{1,2}
''ww
c{1}
((
c{2}
vv
c∅
Such a diagram is cartesian if it presents c{1,2} as the product of c{1} and c{2} and c∅ is terminal.
Similarly, a cartesian functor ΠSop → C encodes a coherent choice of products for a collection of
objects of C labelled by the elements of S.
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Definition 2.10 ([20] 3.11). Let C be an ∞-category having finite limits. Then the symmetric
monoidal (∞,2)-category of bispans in C, denoted Span×2 C, is given by the functor
Fin∗ ×∆op → qCat, (S∗, [n])↦ SpS,n(C),
where SpS,n(C) is the quasi-category having k-simplices{ΠSop ×Σn,k → C ∣ cartesian, vertically constant}
In Section 4 we will be writing explicit functors into the unstraightening of Span×2 C in the special
case of C the nerve of an ordinary category C having finite limits. To that end, we will make use of
the following explicit description of the unstraightening:
Proposition 2.11 ([20] 3.24). Let C be a category with finite limits, and let ⟨C⟩k be the set{((f, φ) ∈ Nk(Fin∗ ×∆op), τ ∶ Πf(0)op ×ΣMφ → C) ∣ τ cartesian, vertically constant} .
Then the sets ⟨C⟩k assemble into a sub simplicial set of the unstraightening of Span×2 N(C).
2.3 Corepresenting bialgebra objects
A bialgebra object in a symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category is, just like in an ordinary symmet-
ric monoidal category, an object equipped with compatible algebra and coalgebra structures. The
compatibility condition requires that the data defining the coalgebra structure be algebra homomor-
phisms, or equivalently, that the data defining the algebra structure be coalgebra homomorphisms.
The data required for defining a bialgebra object can be corepresented by a combinatorially defined
symmetric monoidal ∞-category Bialg∐ originally introduced by Pirashvili [21] and Lack [13].
Naively, one would like to define Bialg to be Span (Alg), where Alg is the symmetric monoidal
category which corepresents algebra objects ([20] 2.3): the category Alg has objects finite sets and
morphisms functions p ∶ X → Y equipped with a linear ordering on p−1(y) for each y ∈ Y . Disjoint
union endows Alg with a symmetric monoidal structure. Unfortunately Alg does not admit all
pullbacks. Temporarily putting that issue aside, let us consider how Span (Alg) could corepresent
bialgebra objects.
By considering morphisms of the form
X
""
X
||
and
X Y Y X
one observes that Span (Alg) contains Alg and Coalg ∶= Algop as wide subcategories. Therefore a
symmetric monoidal functor out of Span (Alg) specifies an object carrying both an algebra and a
coalgebra structure. The compatibility of these structures arises from the requirement that functors
preserve composition of spans. For example, the condition that the coproduct respects products
arises from the composite
4
zz $$
2
$$
2
zz
2 1 2 .
To give a proper definition of Bialg we must find a way to compose span diagrams in Alg despite
its lack of pullbacks.
Definition 2.12 ([21]). A (not necessarily commutative) square in Alg
X ′ p′ //
q′

Y ′
q

X p
// Y
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is called a pseudo-pullback square if
1. the image of the square under the forgetful functor Alg → Fin is a pullback square;
2. for each x ∈X, the induced map p∗ ∶ (q′)−1(x)→ q−1(p(x)) is an isomorphism of ordered sets;
and,
3. for each y ∈ Y ′ the induced map q∗ ∶ (p′)−1(y)→ p−1(q(y)) is an isomorphism of ordered sets.
Example 2.13. Consider the following pullback square of finite sets
4
m2

m2 // 2
m

2 m
// 1
Denote by 2 = {y1, y2}, 4 = {y1,1, y1,2, y2,1, y2,2}, m2(yi,j) = yi and m2(yi,j) = yj . If one lifts this
to a diagram in Alg by setting the ordering on the fibres of m to be y1 ≤ y2, such a square is a
pseudo-pullback when one equips m2 and m2 with the orderings
(m2)−1(yi) = (yi,1 ≤ yi,2) and (m2)−1(yi) = (y1,i ≤ y2,i).
The resulting diagram in Alg does not commute: the composites m ○m2 and m ○m2 define, respec-
tively, the following inequivalent orderings on 4:
(y1,1 ≤ y1,2 ≤ y2,1 ≤ y2,2) and(y1,1 ≤ y2,1 ≤ y1,2 ≤ y2,2).
The failure of commutativity in the above example is a general property of pseudo-pullback
squares in Alg. Nonetheless, since pseudo-pullback squares in Alg are sent to pullback squares in
Fin under the forgetful functor and isomorphisms in Fin have unique lifts in Alg, such squares do
satisfy all of the properties required of pullback squares to define the composition in a category of
spans. The only care that must be taken is that one can no longer use diagrams of the form Σn to
define strings of composable morphisms.
For each n ≥ 0, let Gn be the reflexive directed graph having vertices subintervals [a; b] ⊂ [n].
There is an edge [a; b] → [a′; b′] if and only if [a′; b′] ⊂ [a; b] and [a; b] contains at most one more
element than [a′; b′]. Define the categories ⩕n to be the free categories on Gn.
Example 2.14. A functor ⩕2 → Alg is a diagram,
X[0;2]
''ww

X[0;1]
''ww
X[1;2]
''ww
X[0;0] X[1;1] X[2;2]
A ⩕n-diagram is a not-necessarily-commutative diagram in the same shape as a Σn-diagram.
The categories ⩕n assemble into a functor ⩕● ∶ ∆ → Cat. A morphism φ ∶ [n] → [m] is sent to
the functor ⩕φ ∶ ⩕n → ⩕m which is defined on objects by sending [a; b] to [φ(a);φ(b)] and on the
generating morphisms by
([a; b]→ [a + 1; b]) ↦ ( [φ(a);φ(b)] // [φ(a) + 1;φ(b)] // ⋯ // [φ(a + 1);φ(b)] ) (2.1)
([a; b]→ [a; b − 1]) ↦ ( [φ(a);φ(b)] // [φ(a);φ(b) − 1] // ⋯ // [φ(a + 1);φ(b − 1)] ) .
We define a functor F ∶ ⩕n → Alg to be pseudo-cartesian if for each φ ∶ [2] → [n] the middle
square of F⩕φ ∶ ⩕2 → Alg is a pseudo-pullback.
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Definition 2.15. For each (S∗, [n]) ∈ Fin∗ × ∆op, let BialgS,n denote the nerve of the groupoid
BialgS,n of functors F ∶ ΠS ×⩕n → Alg such that
1. For each U ∈ ΠS, the functor F (U,−) ∶ ⩕n → Alg is pseudo-cartesian.
2. For each x ∈ ⩕n, the functor F (−, x) ∶ ΠS → Alg is cocartesian.
These assemble into a symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category
Bialg∐ ∶ Fin∗ ×∆op → qCat, (S∗, [n])↦ BialgS,n.
Note that projecting on to the right and left endpoints define, respectively, natural transforma-
tions ⩕● ⇒ [●] and ⩕● ⇒ [●]op. These induce, respectively, symmetric monoidal functors
Alg∐ ιa // Bialg∐ and Coalg∐ ιc // Bialg∐ ,
where Alg∐ and Coalg∐ are the nerves of Alg and Coalg.
The following bialgebraic structures will be the focus of this paper.
Definition 2.16. Let B⊗ be a symmetric monoidal (∞,2)-category.
• A bialgebra object in B⊗ is a symmetric monoidal functor Bialg∐ → B⊗.
• A totally lax bialgebra object in B⊗ is a symmetric monoidal lax functor Bialg∐ ↝ B⊗.
• A lax bialgebra object in B⊗ is a totally lax bialgebra object in B⊗ which restricts to symmetric
monoidal functors Alg∐ → B⊗ and Coalg∐ → B⊗, i.e.,
Alg∐
ιa 
''
Bialg∐ // B⊗
Coalg∐
ιc
OO 77
Informally, a totally lax bialgebra is an object equipped with both a laxly associative product and
laxly coassociative coproduct which are laxly compatible. A lax bialgebra is a totally lax bialgebra
for which the product is associatve and coproduct is coassociative.
3 Double 2-Segal spaces
Taking for granted the definition of a 2-Segal space, which we review in Section 3.1, the notion of
a 2-Segal space is straightforward to define: It is a bisimplicial space X●,● such that the simplicial
spaces X●,k and Xk,● are 2-Segal for each k. The purpose of this section is to populate the world of
double 2-Segal spaces by constructing examples using the S-construction of augmented proto-exact∞-categories. This is done in Section 3.2.
3.1 Review of 2-Segal spaces
Dyckerhoff–Kapranov ([4] 2.3.2) were the first to introduce a 2-dimensional generalisation of the
usual Segal condition for a simplicial space: the 2-Segal condition. Independently, Ga´lvez-Carrillo–
Kock–Tonks ([6] 3) provided an equivalent definition which requires certain pushout squares in ∆
to be sent to pullbacks. In a previous work [20] we have given a third formulation of the 2-Segal
condition which shall be the most convenient for our purposes.
Let X ∈ C∆ be a simplicial object in an ∞-category C having finite limits. We have shown ([20]
4.1) that the object of 1-simplices X1 canonically carries the structure of a lax algebra object in
Span×2 C: One has the functor
αX ∶ Alg∐ α // Span×2 (Fin∆)op // Span×2 C ,
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where the second functor is obtained from the right Kan extension
(Fin∆)op // C
∆op
?
OO
X
77
and α is a symmetric monoidal lax functor endowing the standard 1-simplex ∆ [1] with the structure
of lax algebra.
Informally, the lax functor α is, on objects, simply
α ∶X ↦X ⋅∆ [1] = ∐
x∈X ∆ [1] .
The lax functor α sends the morphism p to the morphism α(p) ∈ Span×2 (Fin∆)op given by the
diagram ∐
y∈Y ∆ [∣p−1(y)∣]
X ⋅∆ [1] σ 55 Y ⋅∆ [1] ,λ
ii
The morphism λ sends the 1-simplex associated to the element y ∈ Y to the long edge of the standard
simplex ∆ [∣p−1(y)∣]. Note that one can label the edges along the spine of ∆ [∣p−1(y)∣] by the elements
of p−1(y) using the linear ordering. The morphism σ sends the 1-simplex associated to x ∈X to the
appropriate edge along the spine of ∆ [∣p−1(p(x))∣].
Example 3.1. For the morphism m ∶ 2 → 1, the morphism α(m) in Span×2 (Fin∆)op is given by the
diagram
Example 3.2. Consider the morphism (m∐ Id) ∶ 3 = 2∐ 1→ 1∐ 1 = 2. Then α(m∐ Id) is given by the
diagram
The lax structure on the functor α is given by associating to each pair of composable morphisms
X0
p1 // X1
p2 // X2 in Alg
∐ a 2-morphism in Span×2 (Fin∆)op of the form
α(p2p1)
α(X0)
44
**
// α(p2p1) α(X2) .
jj
tt
oo
α(p2)∐α(X1) α(p1)
OO
Example 3.3. Consider the pair of composable morphisms 3
m∐Id // 2 m // 1 . The lax structure on
12
α is given by the diagram
Definition 3.4 ([20] 4.14). A simplicial object X ∈ C∆ is a 2-Segal object if and only if αX is a
symmetric monoidal functor.
Remark 3.5. What we call a 2-Segal object is called a unital 2-Segal object in [4] and a decomposition
space in [6].
For a 2-Segal object X ∈ C∆, the functor αX makes X1 an algebra object in Span×2 C called the
universal Hall algebra of X. It is so named since Dyckerhoff–Kapranov have shown ([4] 8) that
various Hall algebra-like constructions that have appeared in the literature can be seen as particular
linearisations of the universal Hall algebra.
The ∞-category of 2-Segal objects in C, denoted by 2Seg(C), is defined to be the full subcategory
of C∆ on the 2-Segal objects. The 2-Segal condition can also be formulated as requiring that X send
so-called active-inert pushout squares in ∆ to pullback squares in C ([6] 3.1). This formulation implies
that 2Seg(C) has finite limits which are computed object-wise in C. With this in hand one can give
a concise definition of a double 2-Segal object:
Definition 3.6. A double 2-Segal object in an ∞-category C is a 2-Segal object X in 2Seg(C), the∞-category of 2-Segal objects in C.
Next, in Section 3.2 we discuss how to construct examples of 2-Segal and double 2-Segal objects.
3.2 The S-construction of augmented proto-exact ∞-categories
Our main examples of double 2-Segal spaces will arise from the Waldhausen S-construction [24] of
augmented proto-exact ∞-categories: not necessarily additive, or even pointed, generalisations of
Barwick’s exact ∞-categories [1]. We will begin by developing their basic theory as these technical
developments make the construction of double 2-Segal spaces straightforward.
To give the definition of an augmented proto-exact ∞-category we must first recall some termi-
nology. First, a morphism f ∶ c→ d in an ∞-category C is monic if the commutative square
c c
f

c
f
// d
is a pullback square. In particular, a functor F ∶ A→ B between ∞-categories is a monic morphism
in Cat∞ if and only if it is an inclusion of subcategories which is full on equivalences. Next, a functor
F ∶ C→D of ∞-categories is final if precomposition with F preserves colimits, or equivalently, if for
each c ∈ C the space (F c/)gpd is contractible. Dually, F is initial F op is final.
Definition 3.7. An augmented proto-exact ∞-category is an ∞-category A equipped with subcat-
egories of null objects N, admissible monomorphisms M and admissible epimorphisms E that fit into
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a diagram
N
0E //
0M

E
ιE

M ιM
// A
(3.1)
such that:
1. the functors 0M, 0E, ιE and ιM are monic;
2. the subcategory N is in S, that is, has only invertible morphisms;
3. for any a ∈ A, the spaces (0M)/a and 0a/E are contractible and the functors
(0M)/a // A/a 0a/E // Aa/
are, respectively, final and initial.
4. any commutative diagram in A
A1
f

g1 // A2
f ′

A′1 g2 // A′2
(3.2)
with f, f ′ ∈ E and g1, g2 ∈M is a pullback if and only if it is a pushout;
5. morphisms in M admit and are stable under pushouts along morphisms in E; and
6. morphisms in E admit and are stable under pullbacks along morphisms in M.
Remark 3.8. Condition 3 above says that for each a ∈ A there is an essentially unique morphism
z → a ∈M and a→ z′ ∈ E with z and z′ being possibly distinct objects of N. As such, every augmented
proto-exact ∞-category A which is the nerve of an ordinary category defines an augmented stable
double category in the sense of Bergner–Osorno–Ozornova–Rovelli–Scheimbauer [2]. A work in
progress from the same authors introduces the notion of an augmented stable double Segal space,
and we suspect that every augmented proto-exact ∞-category defines such an object.
The main class of examples of augmented proto-exact ∞-categories are familiar inputs for the∞-categorical Waldhausen S-construction.
Example 3.9. An augmented proto-exact ∞-category A which is pointed and whose null objects N
is the full subcategory of zero objects is a proto-exact ∞-category ([4] 7.2.1)2. If A is in addition
additive, then it is an exact ∞-category ([1] 3.1). This class of examples includes familiar examples
such as stable ∞-categories and the nerves of Quillen exact categories.
In the above examples the spaces of null objects was contractible. The following example serves
as the main motivation for expanding the definition to allow for many connected components.
Example 3.10. For a poset X, let ArrX denote the ∞-category of functors Fun([1],N(X)). Objects
of ArrX correspond to pairs ij with i ≤ j in X and one has a morphism ij → i′j′ if and only if i ≤ i′
and j ≤ j′ The ∞-category ArrX can be made into an augmented proto-exact ∞-category as follows:
Set M to consist of those morphisms ij → ij′, set E to be those morphisms and ij → i′j and N to be
the full subcategory on the objects ii.
A functor between augmented proto-exact ∞-categories is said to be exact if it preserves the
subcategories of null objects and admissible mono- and epi- morphisms, and sends bicartesian squares
2Note that what we call proto-exact ∞-categories Dyckerhoff–Kapranov merely call exact ∞-categories. Our
terminology is consistent with the notion of a proto-exact category introduced by these authors in Section 2.4 of the
same paper and serves to distinguish such categories from Barwick’s exact ∞-categories
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of the form Eq. 3.2 to bicartesian squares. For any two augmented proto-exact ∞-categories A and
A′ one has the full subcategory
Funex(A,A′)   // Fun(A,A′)
on the exact functors.
Definition 3.11. Let pExact+ denote the simplicially enriched category whose objects are the
augmented proto-exact ∞-categories and whose mapping spaces are Mapex(−,−). The ∞-category
of augmented proto-exact ∞-categories, pExact+, is the simplicial nerve of pExact+.
Before moving on with our study of the categorical properties of pExact+, let us consider a few
examples of exact functors between augmented proto-exact ∞-categories.
Example 3.12. An exact functor F ∶ C → C′ between exact ∞-categories ([1] 4.1) is also an exact
functor between augmented proto-exact ∞-categories.
Example 3.13. Post-composing with an order-preserving morphism φ ∶ X → Y yields a functor
Arrφ ∶ ArrX → ArrY which is exact. Restricting to the non-empty linearly ordered posets defines a
cosimplicial object in pExact+,
Arr● ∶ ∆→ pExact+.
According to Definition 3.7, one has a faithful functor
pExact+   // Cat◻∞ ∶= Fun ([1] × [1],Cat∞)
exhibiting pExact+ as a subcategory of Cat◻∞ by sending an augmented proto-exact ∞-category A
to the diagram in Eq. 3.2.
Lemma 3.14. The ∞-category of augmented proto-exact ∞-categories, pExact+, is complete and
the functor pExact+ → Cat◻∞ preserves limits.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any diagram D ∶ J→ pExact+ the limit of the functor
J
D // pExact+   // Cat◻∞
is an augmented proto-exact ∞-category. To see this one need only observe that since limits in Cat◻∞
are computed pointwise, a functor A → limJD for A ∈ pExact+ is exact if and only if each of the
component functors A→D(j) is exact.
Let D denote the limit ∞-category limJD equipped with subcategories M = limJM(j), E =
limJ E(j) and N = limJN(j). Then D satisfies Condition 1 of Definition 3.7 since monic morphisms
are preserved by limits. Similarly, it satisfies Condition 2 since S is a full subcategory of Cat∞.
As for Condition 3, for d an object of D let d(j) be its image in D(j). Then (0M)/d and 0d/E are
contractible since (0M)/d ≃ lim
J
(0M(j))/d(j) and 0d/E ≃ limJ 0d(j)/E(j) .
For any pair of objects d′ and d in D one has that F(d′, d) ≃ limJ F(d′(j), d(j)) where F(d′, d) and
F(d′(j), d(j)) are, respectively, the pullbacks
F(d′, d) //

D
d′//d

F(d′(j), d(j)) //

D(j)d′(j)//d(j)
(0M)/d // D/d (0M(j))/d(j) // D(j)/d(j)
Recall that for any category C the forgetful functor Cc/ → C is a left fibration ([16] 2.1.2.2), left
fibrations are stable under pullbacks, and the total space of left fibration over a space is itself a
space ([16] 2.1.3.3). Putting this together we see that
F(d′(j), d(j))gpd ≃ F(d′(j), d(j)) F(d′, d)gpd ≃ F(d′, d)
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and hence the functor (0M)/d →D/d is final. Dualising this argument shows that 0d/E →Dd/ is initial.
Therefore Condition 3 is satisfied.
It remains to show that D satisfies Conditions 4, 5 and 6. Since an ∞-category has limits if and
only if it has products and pullbacks, it suffices to consider cases when J is a set indexing a product
and when J is the limit diagram for a pullback. In the first case, Conditions 4, 5 and 6 hold because
(co)limit diagrams are computed component-wise in a product. The second case follows from ([16]
5.4.5.5).
Recall that an ∞-category C having finite products is cartesian closed if for each object c ∈ C the
functor c × − ∶ C→ C has a right adjoint.
A natural candidate for a right adjoint to A × − for an augmented proto-exact ∞-category A is
the functor Funex(A,−). However, one must first, for each A,B ∈ pExact+, endow the ∞-category
Funex(A,B) with the structure of an augmented proto-exact ∞-category. This is done as follows:
declare a functor F ∶ A → B to be null if F (a) is null for each a ∈ A, and declare a natural
transformation η ∶ F ⇒ G to be an admissible mono- or epi- morphism if all of its components
ηa ∶ F (a)→ G(A) are such. Since (co)limits are computed object-wise in the target, one can readily
verify that this endows Funex(A,B) with an augmented proto-exact ∞-structure.
Lemma 3.15. For each augmented proto-exact ∞-category A, the functor
Funex(A,−) ∶ pExact+ → pExact+
is right adjoint to A × −. Hence, the ∞-category pExact+ is cartesian closed.
Proof. Recall that the ∞-category pExact+ is the simplicial nerve of pExact+. It therefore suffices
to show that Funex(A,−) is right adjoint to A×− as functors of simplicially enriched categories ([16]
5.2.4.5). That is, we must show that for every triple of augmented proto-exact ∞-categories A, A′
and A′′ one has a natural isomorphism of simplicial sets
Mapex (A ×A′,A′′) ≃Mapex (A,Funex(A′,A′′)) .
Forgetting the augmented proto-exact ∞-structure one has a natural isomorphism of simplicial
sets
Fun (A ×A′,A′′) Ψ≃ // Fun (A,Fun(A′,A′′)) ,
which sends a functor F ∶ [n] ×A ×A′ → A′′ to the functor
ΨF ∶ [n] ×A→ Fun(A′,A′′) ΨF (i, a) ∶ a′ ↦ F (i, a, a′).
If one assumes that F (i,−,−) ∶ A ×A′ → A′′ is exact for each i ∈ [n] then for each (i, a) ∈ [n] ×A,
ΨF (i, a) ∶ A′ → A′′ is an exact functor and moreover ΨF (i,−) ∶ A → Funex(A′,A′′) is exact.
Therefore the map Ψ descends to a map
Funex (A ×A′,A′′) Ψ // Funex (A,Funex(A′,A′′))
which is readily verified to be an isomorphism.
We can now finally introduce Waldhausen’s S-construction [24] for augmented proto-exact ∞-
categories:
pExact+ S●− // (pExact+)∆
A
 // Funex(Arr●,A)
(3.3)
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Said another way, the augmented proto-exact ∞-category SnA consists of diagrams
a00 // a01 //

a02 //

⋯ // a0n

a11 // a12 //

⋯ // a1n

a22 // ⋯ // a2n
⋱ ⋮

ann
such that the objects aii are in N, each horizontal morphism is in M, each vertical morphism is in
E and each square is bicartesian.
Proposition 3.16. The S-construction S●A of an augmented proto-exact ∞-category is a 2-Segal
object in pExact+.
We shall prove this using the path space criterion for 2-Segal objects: a simplicial object X is
2-Segal if and only if the initial and final path spaces
P◁X● = X[0]⋆[●] P▷X● = X[●]⋆[0],
where ⋆ is the join of ∞-categories, are Segal objects and for each n ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ i < n, the image of
the square
∆ [{i, i + 1}] //

∆ [n]

∆ [{i}] // ∆ [n − 1]
(3.4)
under X is a pullback in C ([4] 6.3.2).
Before giving a proof of Proposition 3.16 we must introduce some notation. The functors
[n] Hn // Arrn+1 [n] Vn // Arrn+1
i
 // [0; i + 1] i  // [i;n + 1]
define natural transformations of functors ∆→ Cat∞
H ∶ [●]⇒ Arr[0]⋆[●] V ∶ [●]⇒ Arr[●]⋆[0].
Pulling back along H and V induce morphisms
P◁SA H∗ // Fun([●],M) P▷SA V ∗ // Fun([●],E) . (3.5)
Proof of Prop. 3.16. Let S● ∶= S●A. The proof is only a slight generalisation of the proof of ([4]
7.3.3).
For each n the morphism Hn can be factored as a sequence of inclusions of full subcategories
[n]   f // Xn   g // Yn   h // Arrn+1
where
Xn = {[0; j]} Yn = {[i; j] ∣ i = 0 or i = j}.
By Condition 3 of Definition 3.7 the essential image of
Fun([n],M) ιM○− // Fun([n],A) f! // Fun(Xn,A) ,
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where f! is the left Kan extension along f , consists of those functors F with F (0,0) ∈ N. Similarly,
the essential image of g∗, the right Kan extension along g, consists of functors satisfying F (i, i) ∈ N
and the essential image of h! functors preserving bicartesian squares of the form Eq. 3.2. Taken
together, this shows that the composite
h!g∗f!(ιM ○ −) ∶ Fun([n],M)→ Funex(Arrn+1,A)
is an equivalence of categories and hence that the first morphism of Eq. 3.5 is an equivalence. Dually,
one has that the second morphism is an equivalence. Since Fun([●],M) and Fun([●],E) are Segal
objects this shows that P◁S and P▷S are Segal objects.
It remains to show that image of the square in Eq. 3.4 under S,
Sn−1 //

Sn

S{i} // S{i,i+1}
is a pullback square. Since Arr{i,i+1} → Arrn is a monomorphism of simplicial sets the functor
Fun(Arrn,A) → Fun(Arr{i,i+1},A) is a categorical fibration ([11] 5.13). Since the conditions defin-
ing an exact functor are stable under equivalence this implies that the functor Sn → S{i,i+1} is a
categorical fibration. Therefore to show the above square is a pullback it suffices so show the induced
map
Sn−1 → Sn ×S{i,i+1} S{i}
is an equivalence, where the target is the ordinary pullback of simplicial sets. The proof of this is
identical to the proof given in ([4] 7.3.3).
By Lemma 3.14 the composite functor
pExact+ forget // Cat∞ (−)≃ // S
preserves limits. Hence an immediate corollary of Proposition 3.16 is the following:
Corollary 3.17. For each A ∈ pExact+, the simplicial space [n] ↦ Mapex(Arrn,A) is a 2-Segal
space.
Lemma 3.15 implies that S ∶ pExact+ → (pExact+)∆ preserves limits. In particular, applying S
object-wise to a 2-Segal object in pExact+ yields a 2-Segal object in (pExact+)∆, i.e., according to
Definition 3.6, a double 2-Segal object in pExact+. This leads to our two main examples of double
2-Segal spaces.
The first example is the iterated S-construction of an augmented proto-exact ∞-category A :
The bisimplicial object S●,●A in pExact+ obtained by applying the S-construction object-wise to the
2-Segal object S●A. Explicitly, one defines the iterated S-construction to be
S●,●A ∶ (∆op)2 → pExact+, ([n], [k])↦ Funex (Arrn,k,A) , (3.6)
where Arrn,k = Arr[n]×[k].
Corollary 3.18. For each A ∈ pExact+, the iterated Waldhausen S-construction S●,●A is a double
2-Segal object in pExact+. Moreover, the bisimplicial space Mapex(Arr●,bullet,A) is a double 2-Segal
space.
The second example is the monoidal S-construction of a monoidal augmented proto-exact ∞-
category.
Definition 3.19. A monoidal augmented proto-exact ∞-category is a simplicial augmented proto-
exact ∞-category A⊗● ∈ (pExact+)∆ satisfying the Segal conditions and having A⊗0 ≃ ∗.
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Example 3.20. Let A be a proto-exact category equipped with a monoidal structure such that the
product ⊗ ∶ A ×A → A and unit η ∶ ∗ → A are exact. Then the nerve of A is a monoidal augmented
proto-exact ∞-category.
Example 3.21. Every exact ∞-category equipped with the coproduct monoidal structure is a monoidal
augmented proto-exact ∞-category.
The monoidal S-construction of A⊗● , denoted S⊗●,●A, is defined to be the bisimplicial object in
pExact+ obtained by applying the S-construction object-wise to the Segal object A⊗● . Explicitly,
S⊗●,●A ∶ (∆op)2 → pExact+, ([n], [k])↦ Funex (Arrn,A⊗k ) . (3.7)
Corollary 3.22. For each monoidal augmented proto-exact ∞-category A⊗● , the monoidal S-construction
is a double 2-Segal object in pExact+. Moreover, the bisimplicial space Mapex(Arr●,A⊗● ) is a double
2-Segal space.
Proof. Since every Segal object is also a 2-Segal object ([4] 2.5.3, [6] 3.5), the monoidal augmented
proto-exact ∞-category A⊗● is a 2-Segal object in pExact+.
4 Bisimplicial objects define totally lax bialgebras
As the first step in our construction of the universal Hall bialgebra of a double 2-Segal space, in
this section we shall construct, from a bisimplicial object X ∈ C∆2 in an ∞-category C having finite
limits, a totally lax bialgebra structure on X1,1 as an object of Span
×
2 C. That is, we shall construct
a symmetric monoidal lax functor βX ∶ Bialg∐ ↝ Span×2 C with βX(1) = X1,1 as per Definition 2.16.
As we show in Section 5, when X is a double 2-Segal space βX induces an algebra and a coalgebra
structure on X1,1. The resulting lax bialgebra is the universal Hall bialgebra of X.
To carry out this construction we exploit the fact that the opposite of the Yoneda embedding,
∆ [●, ●] ∶ (∆op)2 → (Fin∆2)op,
where (Fin∆2)op is the ∞-category of level-wise finite bisimplicial sets, is the initial bisimplicial
object in an ∞-category having finite limits: From any bisimplicial object X ∈ C∆2 in an ∞-category
having finite limits one has a finite limit preserving functor X ∶ (Fin∆2)op → C given by right Kan
extension, (Fin∆2)op X // C
(∆op)2?
OO
X
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The bisimplicial object X ∈ C∆2 is then the image of ∆ [●, ●] under the right Kan extension.
We first, in Section 4.1, explicitly construct a symmetric monoidal lax functor
Bialg∐ β // Span×2 (Fin∆2)op ,
endowing the standard (1,1)-simplex ∆ [1,1] with the structure of a totally lax bialgebra. Then, in
Section 4.2, we show how the object X1,1 in a bisimplicial object X inherits a totally lax bialgebra
structure from the universal property of ∆ [●, ●].
In [20], we constructed a symmetric monoidal lax functor α ∶ Alg∐ ↝ Span×2 (Fin∆)op endowing
∆ [1] with the structure of a lax algebra and dually, a symmetric monoidal lax functor χ ∶ Coalg∐ ↝
Span×2 (Fin∆)op endowing ∆ [1] with a lax coalgebra structure. By right Kan extension along the
functors
∆ [●,1] , ∆ [1, ●] ∶ ∆op → (Fin∆2)op
one obtains, respectively, finite limit preserving functors
(−)h, (−)v ∶ (Fin∆)op → (Fin∆2)op, Xh ∶=X ⊠∆ [1] ,Xv = ∆ [1] ⊠X.
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The symmetric monoidal lax functor β will be an extension of both α and χ in the sense that one
has a commutative diagram
Alg∐ α //
ιa

Span×2 (Fin∆)op(−)h
Bialg∐
β
// Span×2 (Fin∆2)op
Coalg∐
ιc
OO
χ
// Span×2 (Fin∆)op(−)
v
OO
Informal description of the symmetric monoidal lax functor β. On objects, β is given by
β ∶X ↦X ⋅∆ [1,1] = ∐
x∈X ∆ [1,1] .
The image under β of a span f ∶ X0 Ypoo q // X1 is the span in (Fin∆2)op given by the outer edges
of the diagram
β(f)
α(p)v 88 α(q)hff
β(X0)
88
β(Y ) 88ff β(X1)
gg
(4.1)
where the middle square is a pushout.
The lax structure for β is considerably more difficult to describe. Let us look at some special
cases. First, consider a pair of composable morphisms in the image of Alg∐, that is, a composite of
the form
X0 p1
$$
X0 p1
$$
X1
p2 $$
X0 X1 X2
As we wish for β to extend α, the component of β’s lax structure for this composite will be the
diagram
α(p2p1)h
β(X0)
44
**
// α(p2p1)h β(X2) .
jj
tt
oo
α(p2)h∐β(X1) α(p1)h
OO
For a composite in the image of Coalg∐ one does the same, replacing (−)h for (−)v.
Next, consider a pair of composable morphisms p and q given by the composite
X0 ×X1 X2
r0
vv
r1
((
X0 p
((
X2q
vv
X0 X1 X2
Then the component of β’s lax structure for this composite will be a diagram
β(q ○ p)

β(X0)
55
//
))
Bq,p β(X2) ,
jj
oo
uu
β(q)∐β(X1) β(p)
OO
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where Bq,p is the bisimplicial set
Bq,p = ∐
x∈X1 ∆ [∣p−1(x)∣, ∣q−1(x)∣] .
Example 4.1. For the composite
4
m2
~~
m2
  
2
m
  
2
m
~~
2 1 2
the lax structure of β is the bisimplicial set ∆ [2,2], which is exactly the witness for the lax com-
patibility of the product and coproduct in the universal Hall algebra of a proto-exact category that
we described in Eq. 1.2.
For a general composition, the component of the lax structure will be given as a certain colimit
of the special cases considered above. Most of the difficulty in giving the rigorous construction of β
comes from the need to give a coherent parametrisation of these colimit diagrams for all strings of
composable morphisms in Bialg∐.
Outline of the construction. According to Definitions 2.1 and 2.16, a totally lax bialgebra
structure on ∆ [1,1] as an object of Span×2 (Fin∆2)op is a functor
Un(Bialg∐) β //
))
Span×2 (Fin∆2)op
tt
Fin∗ × ∆op
which preserves cocartesian lifts of morphisms in Fin ×∆opin . Furthermore, the image of the object 1
in the fibre over (1∗, [0]) must be ∆ [1,1].
One can readily see that Un(Bialg∐) is the nerve of the ordinary Grothendieck construction of
the functor
Fin∗ ×∆op → Cat, (S∗, [n])↦ BialgS,n.
That is, an element of Un(Bialg∐)k is a triple ((f, φ), θ, γ), where:
• (f, φ) is an element of Nk(Fin∗ ×∆op);
• θ is a family of functors
θi ∶ Πf(i) ×⩕φ(i) → Alg ∈ Bialgf(i),φ(i), i ∈ [k];
• γ is a family of natural isomorphisms
γi ∶ (fi, φi)∗θi ∼ +3 θi+1 , i = 0, . . . , k − 1.
From such data we will build a cartesian, vertically constant functor
β (θ, γ) ∶ Πf(0)op ×ΣMφ → (Fin∆2)op.
By Proposition 2.11 this defines a k-simplex in the unstraightening of Span×2 (Fin∆2)op. As the
general construction of β(θ, γ) will be somewhat involved, let us first consider a very special case.
Consider ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)1, where f is constant on 1∗ , φ ∶ [2] Z← [1] is the unique
active morphism and the natural isomorphism γ0 is the identity. Then the family θ is determined
by a pair of composable morphisms p and q in Bialg∐, that is, a diagram in Alg
Z
r0
zz
r1
$$
Y0p0
zz
p1
$$
Y1q0
zz
q1
$$
X0 X1 X2
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where the middle square is a pseudo-pullback. Since β(θ, γ) is cartesian it is determined by its
restriction to ΛMφ , the diagram described in Example 2.6. The restriction of β(θ, γ) to ΛMφ is
β(X0) // β(qp)

β(X2)oo
β(X0) // Bq,p β(X2)oo
β(X0) // β(p)
99
β(X1)oo // β(q)
ee
β(X2)oo
The bisimplicial set Bq,p is the colimit of the diagram
β(Z)
''ww
α(p0r0)v α(r0)voo
''
α(r1)h
ww
// α(q1r1)h
β(Y0) 77
''ww
Bq1,p1 β(Y1)gg
xx ''
α(p0)v
OO
α(p1)h 77 α(q0)vgg α(q1)h
OO
β(X0) 66 β(X1) 77gg β(X2)hh
This diagram is a functor β(θ, γ) from the twisted arrow category of Σ2 to (Fin∆2)op.
Looking back at the description of β on 1-morphisms in Eq. 4.1, one observes that every object in
the restriction of β(θ, γ) to ΛMφ is a colimit over some subdiagram of β(θ, γ). We therefore refer to
β(θ, γ) as the master diagram, as the functor β(θ, γ) is obtained from it by systematically extracting
colimits over subdiagrams.
For a general ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)k, the master diagram is a functor
β(θ, γ) ∶ Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ → (Fin∆2)op, (4.2)
where Ωφ is a suitable generalisation of Σ
2 that we shall define in Section 4.1.
The process of systematically extracting colimits over subdiagrams of the master diagram β(θ, γ)
is formalised in the construction of the cone functor
κφ ∶ ΣMφ → Σ̂Ωφ , (4.3)
where Σ̂Ωφ is the free completion of ΣΩφ .
The functor β(θ, γ) is defined by a sequence of right Kan extensions and restrictions as described
by the following diagram
Πf(0)op ×ΣMφ β(θ,γ) // (Fin∆2)op
Pf(0)op ×ΛMφ?
OO
  // Pf(0)op ×ΣMφ
Id×κφ // Pf(0)op × Σ̂Ωφ // (Fin∆2)op
Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ?
OO
β(θ,γ) // (Fin∆2)op
(4.4)
where each square is a right Kan extension.
4.1 The totally lax bialgebra structure on ∆ [1,1]
As outlined above, the construction of β proceeds by first defining, for a given ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈
Un(Bialg∐)k, the master diagram of Eq. 4.2 and cone functor of Eq. 4.3. The image of ((f, φ), θ, γ)
under β is then defined by a sequence of right Kan extensions and restrictions according to the
diagram in Eq. 4.4.
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Before going further we must define the categories Ωφ which appear crucially at all stages of the
construction. For a given φ ∈ Nk(∆op), define Ωφ to be the poset having object set
{([i; j], b) ∣ b ∈ [k]op, [i; j] ∈ Σφ(b)} ,
and ordering defined by declaring ([i; j], b) ≤ ([i′; j′], b′) if and only if b ≤ b′ ∈ [k]op and φb,b′([i; j]) ≤[i′; j′] ∈ Σφ(b′). In fact, Ωφ is the ordinary Grothendieck construction of the functor
[k]op φ // ∆ Σ● // Cat .
Hence, for a natural transformation η ∶ φ′ ⇒ φ one has a functor
Ω(η) ∶ Ωφ′ → Ωφ, ([i; j], b)↦ ([ηb(i);ηb(j)], b)
and for a morphism γ ∶ [n]→ [k] there is a functor
Ω(γ) ∶ Ωφγ → Ωφ, ([i; j], b)↦ ([i; j], γ(b)).
Finally, observe that Vφ is a subposet of Ωφ according to the functor
νφ ∶ (a, b)↦ ([a;a], b).
Example 4.2. For φ ∈ Nk(∆op) the constant map on [n], the poset Ωφ is isomorphic to Σn × [k].
Example 4.3. For the unique active morphism φ = ([2] Z← [1]) ∈ N1(∆op), the poset Ωφ is
([0; 0],1)

([0; 1],1) //oo

([1; 1],1)
([0; 0],0) ([0; 2],0) //oo
))uu
([2; 2],0)
([0; 1],0)ii
))
([1; 2],0) 55
uu([1; 1],0)
Example 4.4. For φ ∈ N1(∆op) the constant map on [1], the poset ΣΩφ is
● ●oo // ● ●oo // ●●OO

●oo //OO

●OO

●oo //OO

●OO
● ●oo // ● ●oo // ●
We are now ready to proceed with the step-by-step construction of the symmetric monoidal lax
functor β ∶ Bialg∐ ↝ Span×2 (Fin∆2)op.
Construction of the master diagram. Fix ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)k. We shall construct,
according to Remark 2.2, the master diagram β ∶= β(θ, γ) of Eq. 4.2 as a normal oplax functor
β ∶ Pf(0)op ×Ωφ ↛ sp ((Fin∆2)op) .
Recall from Eq. 1.3 that ∇ is the category of spans of the form ⟨n⟩ ⟨k⟩oo // // ⟨m⟩ in ∆+. The
category of levelwise finite bi-∇ sets, denoted Fin∇2 is the category of functors (∇op)×2 → Fin. From
a pseudo-pullback square in Alg
X ′ q2 //
q1

Y ′
p2

X p1
// Y
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one can define the following diagram of levelwise finite bi-∇ sets:
∐
y∈Y ∇ [p−11 (y), p−12 (y)]
X ′
55
Y
ii
where X ′ and Y are constant bi-∇ sets and ∇ [n,m] is the functor represented by (⟨n⟩, ⟨m⟩). The
first map arises from the following morphism in ∇×2
({x′},{x′}) ,,
,,({x′},{x′}) (p−11 (p1q1(x′)), p−12 (p2q2(x′))) ,
and the second morphism from
(p−11 (y), p−12 (y))
tt({y},{y}) (p−11 (y), p−12 (y)) .
We can then apply the functor G∗ of Eq. 1.5 to obtain a span in (Fin∆2)op.
Now let f ∶ (s, [i; j], b) → (s, [i′; j′], b′) be a morphism in Pf(0)op × Ωφ. Then one has the
following diagram in ⩕φ(b′)
[φb,b′(i);φb,b′(j)] //

[i′;φb,b′(j)]
[φb,b′(i); j′] // [i′; j′]
(4.5)
The image of this square under θb′(f−1b′,0(s),−) is, by assumption, a pseudo-pullback square in Alg.
Define β on objects to be
βb(s, [i; j]) = G∗ (θb(f−1b,0(s), [i; j])) = θb(f−1b,0(s), [i; j]) ⋅∆ [1,1] .
We can apply the preceding construction to produce a span in (Fin∆2)op
β(f)
βb′(s, [φb,b′(i);φb,b′(j)])
44
βb′(s, [i′; j′]) .
ii
The image of f under β is the span obtained by precomposing the left leg with the natural isomor-
phism γb,b′
β(f)
βb(s, [i; j])
66
βb′(s, [i′; j′])
hh
Next, consider a diagram in Alg of the form
X ′′ //

Y ′′
r2
s2 // Z ′′
q2

X ′ r1 //
s1

Y ′
t1
t2 // Z ′
p2

X q1
// Y p1
// Z
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where each square is a pseudo-pullback. From this one defines the following commutative diagram
bi-∇ sets
∐
z∈Z∇ [(p1q1)−1(z), (p2q2)−1(z)]
X ′′ //
66
∐
y∈Y ′∇ [r−11 (y), r−12 (y)]
a
OO
Y ′oo // ∐
z∈Z∇ [p−11 (z), p−12 (z)]b
kk
Z ,oo
nn
where the morphism a is induced by s1 and s2 and the morphism b is induced by q1 and q2. Applying
the functor G∗ of Eq. 1.5 yields a diagram in Fin∆2 .
We will now define the oplax structure on β. Let (s, [i; j], b) f // (s, [i′; j′], b′) g // (s, [i′′; j′′], b′′)
be a pair of composable morphisms in Pf(0)op ×Ωφ. Then one has the following diagram in ⩕φ(b′′)[φb,b′′(i);φb,b′′(j)] //

[φb′,b′′(i′);φb,b′′(j)] //

[i′′;φb,b′′(j)]
[φb,b′′(i);φb,b′′(j′)] //

[φb′,b′′(i′);φb′,b′′(j′)]

// [i′′;φb′,b′′(j′)]
[φb,b′′(i); j′′] // [φb′,b′′(i′); j′′] // [i′′; j′′]
(4.6)
Using the preceding discussion and the natural isomorphisms γb,b′′ and γb′,b′′ we obtain a commuta-
tive diagram
βb′(s′, [i′; j′]) //

β(g)

β(f) // β(g ○ f) .
(4.7)
We define the corresponding component of the oplax structure,
Bg,f ∶ β(g) ∐
βb′(s′,[i′;j′])β(f)→ β(g ○ f),
to be the universal morphism induced by Eq. 4.7.
Lemma 4.5. For each ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)k, the data given above defines a normal oplax
functor and hence, by Remark 2.2, a functor
β(θ, γ) ∶ Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ → (Fin∆2)op.
Proof. To see that BId,g = Idβ(g) =Bg,Id one need only note that the 2× 2 grids of pseudo-pullbacks
in Alg defining these components take, respectively, the forms● //

●

●

● ● // ●
● // ● ● and ●

● //

●
● // ● ● ● ● // ●
Given a triple w
g
// x
h // y
i // z of composable morphisms in Pf(0)op ×Ωφ one has, in the same
manner as above, a 3 × 3 grid of pseudo-pullbacks in Alg. From this one obtains a diagram Fin∆2
β(ihg)
β(gh)
66
β(ih)
hh
β(g)
77
β(h)
66hh
β(i)
gg
β(w)
77
β(x)
66gg
β(y)
77hh
β(z)
gg
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Then one has that
Bi,hg ○ ⎛⎜⎝Idβ(i) ∐β(y)Bh,g
⎞⎟⎠ =Bih,g ○
⎛⎜⎝Bi,h ∐β(x) Idβ(g)
⎞⎟⎠
since both the left and right hand side are universal morphisms for the same colimit. Namely, the
colimit over the bottom two rows of the preceding diagram.
The functor β is vertically constant in the following sense.
Lemma 4.6. For each ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)k, the image of every morphism in the composite
functor
Pf(0)op ×ΣVφ Σνφ // Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ β(θ,γ) // (Fin∆2)op
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Remark 2.2 it suffices to show that for the normal oplax functor
Pf(0)op × Vφ νφ // Pf(0)op ×Ωφ β(θ,γ) // sp ((Fin∆2)op)
both the images of morphisms and the components of the oplax structure are isomorphisms. This
follows from observing that when restricted to Vφ the diagrams 4.5 and 4.6 defining, respectively,
the images of morphisms and components of the oplax structure, are constant.
Before moving on to the construction of the cone functor, let us consider a simple example of
the master diagram that will reappear later in this section.
Example 4.7. Consider the case of (f, φ) ∈ N1(Fin∗ ×∆op) with f the constant map on 1∗ and φ the
constant map on [1]. Then an element ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)1 is the data of a diagram
X0≀γ0

Y
p0oo
≀ γ

p1 // X1≀ γ1

X ′0 Y ′p′0oo p′1 // X ′1 ,
in Alg and β is
β(X0)≀

// β(p0)≀

β(Y )oo ≀

// β(p1)≀

β(X1)oo ≀

β(γ0) // β(γ0p0) β(γ)oo // β(γ1p1) β(γ1)oo
β(X ′0)≀
OO
// β(p′0)≀
OO
β(Y ′)oo ≀
OO
// β(p′1)≀
OO
β(X ′1)oo ≀
OO
Construction of the cone functor. Fix φ ∈ Nk(∆op). We shall construct, as per Remark 2.2,
the cone functor of Eq. 4.3 as a normal oplax functor
κφ ∶Mφ ↛ sp (Σ̂Ωφ) ,
where Σ̂Ωφ is the free completion of ΣΩφ , which we now define.
The free completion of a poset Q, denoted Q̂, is the opposite of its poset of upwards-closed
subsets, that is,
P̂ = Fun(P, [1])op.
The free completion Q̂ satisfies the following universal property: any functor F ∶ Q → D, for D
complete, uniquely factors as
Qˆ
Fˆ // D ,
Q
?
↑ OO
F
::
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where ↑ ∶ Q   // Q̂ , q ↦ {q′ ∈ Q ∣ q′ ≥ q}.
The definition of the cone functor κφ is based on the following observation. To each interval[(a, b); (a′, b′)] in Mφ one can associate the subposet of Ωφ,
κφ[(a, b); (a′, b′)] = {([i; j], c) ∣ b ≤ c ≤ b′, φb,c(a) ≤ i, φc,b′(j) ≤ a′} .
These subposets are such that for [x;x′] ⊂ [y; y′] one has that κφ[x;x′] ⊂ κφ[y; y′].
Example 4.8. Let φ ∶ [2] Z← [1] be the unique active morphism and consider the following two
intervals, coloured in red and blue, in Mφ
(0,1)

// (1,1)
(0,0) // (1,0) // (2,0)
The associated subposets of Ωφ defined by κφ are the following
([0; 0],1)

([0; 1],1) //oo

([1; 1],1)
([0; 0],0) ([0; 2],0) //oo
))uu
([2; 2],0)
([0; 1],0)ii
))
([1; 2],0) 55
uu([1; 1],0)
Informally, each interval in Mφ determines a region in Ωφ. The cone functor maps each interval
to the formal limit over all intervals in its associated region. To make this rigorous, we define the
cone functor κφ on objects to be
κφ ∶ x↦ Σκφ[x;x] ∈ Σ̂Ωφ ,
and define it to send a morphism x ≤ x′ to the following diagram defining a span in Σ̂Ωφ
κφ[x;x′] Σκφ[x;x′]=
κφ(x), 
;;
κφ(x′)2 R
dd
Σκφ[x;x],

::
Σκφ[x′;x′] .3 S
ee
Given a pair of composable morphisms x ≤ x′ ≤ x′′ in Mφ, one has the following commutative
diagram in Σ̂Ωφ
op
κφ(x′)   // _

κφ[x′;x′′] _

κφ[x;x′]   // κφ[x;x′′] .
(4.8)
We define the corresponding component of the oplax structure,
Kφ[x;x′;x′′] ∶ κφ[x′;x′′] ∐
κφ(x′)κφ[x;x′]→ κφ[x;x′′],
to be the universal morphism induced by the diagram in Eq. 4.8.
Lemma 4.9. For each φ ∈ Nk(∆op) the above data defines a normal oplax functor and hence, by
Remark 2.2, a functor
κφ ∶ ΣMφ → Σ̂Ωφ .
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Proof. From the diagram in Eq. 4.8 it is clear that Kφ[x;x;x′] = Idκφ[x;x′] = Kφ[x;x′;x′]. Next,
consider a triple of composable morphisms w ≤ x ≤ y ≤ z in Mφ. One has the following diagram
κφ[w; z]
κφ[w; y]
66
κφ[x; z]
gg
κφ[w;x]
66
κφ[x; y]
77hh
κφ[y; z]
gg
κφ(w)
77
κφ(x)
66hh
κφ(y)
77gg
κφ(z) .
gg
Then the following equation holds
Kφ[w; y; z] ○ ⎛⎝Idκφ[y;z] ∐κφ(y)Kφ[w;x; y]⎞⎠ =Kφ[w;x; z] ○ ⎛⎝Kφ[x; y; z] ∐κφ(x) Idκφ[w;x]⎞⎠ ,
since both sides of the equation are the universal morphism coming from the colimit of the lower
two rows of the preceding diagram.
The cone functor κφ is natural in the following sense.
Lemma 4.10. For each φ ∈ Nk(∆op) and ψ ∶ [n]→ [k] the following diagram commutes
ΣMφψ
ΣM(ψ)

κφψ
// Σ̂Ωφψ
Σ̂Ω(ψ)
ΣMφ κφ
// Σ̂Ωφ .
Proof. It suffices to show that for each interval [x;x′] in Mφψ,
↑ ΣΩ(ψ)κφψ[x;x′] = Σκφ[M(ψ)x;M(ψ)x′].
This is straightforward, but notationally cumbersome, to verify.
Finally, it is trivial to verify that κφ is vertically constant in the following sense.
Lemma 4.11. For each φ ∈ Nk(∆op) the following diagram commutes
ΣMφ
κφ
// Σ̂Ωφ
ΣVφ
?
OO
Σνφ
// ΣΩφ .
?
OO
The morphism β is a symmetric monoidal lax functor. The diagram in Eq. 4.4 defines a
functor
R′(f,φ) ∶ Fun (Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ , (Fin∆2)op)→ Funcart (Πf(0)op ×ΣMφ , (Fin∆2)op) .
We define β(θ, γ), for ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un(Bialg∐)k, to be
β(θ, γ) ∶= R′(f,φ)β(θ, γ) ∈ ⟨(Fin∆2)op⟩k ,
where ⟨(Fin∆2)op⟩ is the sub simplicial set of the unstraightening of Span×2 (Fin∆2)op from Proposi-
tion 2.11.
Lemma 4.12. The assignment ((f, φ), θ, γ)↦ β(θ, γ) defines a morphism of simplicial sets
β ∶ Un (Bialg∐)→ ⟨(Fin∆2)op⟩ .
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Proof. Fix ((f, φ), θ, γ) ∈ Un (Bialg∐) and ψ ∶ [n] → [k]. The functor β(θ, γ) is cartesian by con-
struction and Lemmas 4.11 and 4.6 imply that it is vertically constant.
It remains to show that the functors ψ∗β(θ, γ) and β(ψ∗θ,ψ∗γ) agree, where
(ψ∗θ)i = (fψ(i),i, φψ(i),i))∗θi and (ψ∗γ)i = (fψ(i+1),i+1, φψ(i+1),i+1)∗γi.
Let Pf(0)op denote the full subcategory of Πf(0)op containing Pf(0)op as well as those U ⊂ f(0)
such that U ⊂ f−1ψ(0),0(s) for some s ∈ fψ(0). Then by Lemma 4.10 the following diagram commutes
Funcart (Πf(0)op ×ΣMφ , (Fin∆2)op) ψ∗ // Funcart (Πfψ(0)op ×ΣMφψ , (Fin∆2)op)
Fun(Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ , (Fin∆2)op)R
′(f,φ) OO
ψ∗ // Fun (Pfψ(0)op ×ΣΩφψ , (Fin∆2)op)
R′(f,φ)OO
To prove the Lemma it suffices to show that for each s ∈ fψ(0),
β(ψ∗θ,ψ∗γ)(s,−) = ∐
t∈f−1
ψ(0),0(s)ψ
∗β(θ, γ)(t,−)
as normal oplax functors Ωφψ ↛ sp ((Fin∆2)op). This is the case as, by definition, the functors θi
are cocartesian.
We have therefore constructed a morphism of fibrations
Un(Bialg∐) β //
))
Span×2 (Fin∆2)op
tt
Fin∗ × ∆op
such that the image of 1 is ∆ [1,1]. To show that β endows the standard (1,1)-simplex ∆ [1,1] with
the structure of a totally lax bialgebra it remains only to show that β is a symmetric monoidal lax
functor.
Proposition 4.13. The morphism of simplicial sets β is a symmetric monoidal lax functor
β ∶ Bialg∐ ↝ Span×2 (Fin∆2)op.
Proof. Fix ((f, φ), θ, γ) with φ ∶ [m]↢ [n] inert. We must show that the induced functor
β(θ, γ)1,[1] ∶ Πf(1)op ×Σφ(1),1 // Πf(0)op ×ΣMφ β // (Fin∆2)op
is an equivalence in the quasicategory Spf(1),φ(1)((Fin∆2)op) ([16] 3.2.5.2).
As every inert morphism can be written as
φ ∶ [a] ∨ ( n⋁
i=1[1]) ∨ [b] n⋁i=1[1] ,oooo
the poset Mφ is of the form
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Let (θ(i), γ(i)) denote the restriction of (θ, γ) to the i’th summand of [n]. Then for each U ∈
Πf(1)op, the functor β(θ, γ)1,[1](U,−) is the right Kan extension of a diagram of the following form
in (Fin∆2)op:
We conclude that β(θ, γ)1,[1] is an equivalence if and only if β(θ(i), γ(i))1,[1] is an equivalence for
each i.
It therefore suffices to consider the case when φ is the identity morphism. This is exactly the
case considered above in Example 4.7. For each U ∈ Πf(1)op, the functor β(θ, γ)1,[1](U,−) is
β(X0)≀

// β(p0)∐β(Y ) β(p1)≀ β(X1)oo ≀
β(γ0) // β(γ0p0)∐β(γ) β(γ1p1) β(γ1)oo
β(X ′0)≀
OO
// β(p′0)∐β(Y ′) β(p′1)≀
OO
β(X ′1)oo ≀
OO
and so β(θ, γ)1,[1] is an equivalence.
4.2 The totally lax bialgebra structure inherited from ∆ [1,1]
Let X ∈ C∆2 be a bisimplicial object in an ∞-category having finite limits. We can now show how
the object X1,1 inherits the structure of a totally lax bialgebra from the one endowed upon ∆ [1,1]
in Proposition 4.13.
Recall that any bisimplicial object X defines a finite limit preserving functor X ∶ (Fin∆2)op → C
by right Kan extension, (Fin∆2)op X // C
(∆op)2?
OO
X
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Li-Bland has shown ([14] 4.1) that every finite limit preserving functor F ∶ D → D′ between ∞-
categories having finite limits induces a symmetric monoidal functor F ∶ Span×2 D → Span×2 D′. One
therefore has a symmetric monoidal functor
X ∶ Span×2 (Fin∆2)op → Span×2 C.
Then the following is a direct corollary of Proposition 4.13.
Theorem 4.14. Let C be an ∞-category with finite limits and X ∈ C∆2 be a bisimplicial object. Then
the composite
βX ∶ Bialg∐ β // Span×2 (Fin∆2)op X // Span×2 C
is a symmetric monoidal lax functor which endows X1,1 with the structure of a totally lax bialgebra.
5 The universal Hall bialgebra
Having equipped the object of (1,1)-simplices X1,1 in a bisimplicial object X ∈ C∆2 with a totally
lax bialgebra structure in Theorem 4.14, it is now time to show that the double 2-Segal condition
enforces the (co)associativity of the (co)product. This will provide our definition of the universal
Hall bialgebra of a double 2-Segal object.
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By Definition 3.4 a simplicial object Y ∈ C∆ is 2-Segal if and only if the composite
αY ∶ Alg∐ α // Span×2 (Fin∆)op Y // Span×2 C
is a symmetric monoidal functor. We leverage this to deduce the relation between the double 2-Segal
and (co)associativity by proving that the lax algebra structure on X1,1 is induced by the simplicial
object X●,1 and the lax coalgebra structure is induced by X1,●.
Lemma 5.1. The totally lax bialgebra structure on ∆ [1,1] is compatible with the lax algebra and
coalgebra structures on ∆ [1]. That is, the following diagram commutes
Alg∐ α //
ιa

Span×2 (Fin∆)op(−)h
Bialg∐
β
// Span×2 (Fin∆2)op
Coalg∐
ιc
OO
χ
// Span×2 (Fin∆)op(−)
v
OO
Proof. We shall only prove that the top square commutes, as the proof for the bottom square is
essentially identical.
Fix ((f, φ), θ) ∈ Un(Alg∐)k. We must show that α(θ)h = β(ιa(θ)), where ιa(θ) is composed of
the functors
Πf(i) ×⩕φ(i) // Πf(i) × φ(i) // Πf(0) × φ(0) θ // Alg
and identity natural transformations between them.
From the natural transformation Σ● ⇒ [●] one has a functor Ωφ →Mφ, and hence a functor
ρφ ∶ ΣΩφ // ΣMφ Σpφ // Σφ(0) .
Consider the diagram
Σφ(0) ΛMφΣpφoo
κφ

ΣΩφ
ρφ
OO
  ↑ // Σ̂Ωφ .
ρˆφgg
The bottom triangle commutes by definition, and the upper triangle commutes since for any interval[(a, b); (a′, b′)] in Mφ,[φb,0(a);φb′,0(a′)] = min{[φc,0(i);φc′,0(i′)] ∣ b ≤ c ≤ c′ ≤ b′, φb,c(a) ≤ i, φb,c′(a′) ≤ i′} .
It follows that the following diagram commutes
Fun (Pf(0)op ×Σφ(0), (Fin∆2)op) (Σpφ)∗//
ρ∗φ 
Fun (Pf(0)op ×ΛMφ , (Fin∆2)op)
Fun (Pf(0)op ×ΣΩφ , (Fin∆2)op) ˆ(−) // Fun(Pf(0)op × Σ̂Ωφ , (Fin∆2)op)κ
∗
φ
OO
since
κ∗φ ˆ(−)ρ∗φ = κ∗φ ˆ(−) ↑∗ ρˆ∗φ = κ∗φρˆ∗φ = (Σpφ)∗.
To show that α(θ)h = β(ιa(θ)) it therefore suffices to show that
Pf(0)op ×Ωφ β(ιa(θ))//

Sp(Fin∆2)op
Pf(0)op × φ(0)
α(θ) // Sp(Fin∆)op(−)
h
OO
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where the horizontal maps are normal oplax functors. The diagram commutes on objects, as given
an object (s, [i; j], b) one has
ιa(θ)b(s, [i; j]) ⋅∆ [1,1] = θ(φb,0(i)) ⋅∆ [1,1] .
They agree on morphisms as for a morphism (s, [i; j], b)→ (s, [i′; j′], b′), the image under ιa(θ)b′ of
the diagram in Eq. 4.5 is
θ(φb,0(i)) // θ(φb′,0(i′))
θ(φb,0(i)) // θ(φb′,0(i′)) .
Similarly, for a pair of composable morphisms (s, [i; j], b)→ (s, [i′; j′], b′)→ (s, [i′′; j′′], b′′) the image
under ιa(θ)b′′ of the diagram in Eq. 4.6 is
θ(φb,0(i)) // θ(φb′,0(i′)) // θ(φb′′,0(i′′))
θ(φb,0(i)) // θ(φb′,0(i′)) // θ(φb′′,0(i′′))
θ(φb,0(i)) // θ(φb′,0(i′)) // θ(φb′′,0(i′′))
showing that the diagram commutes on the level of oplax structures.
Theorem 5.2. Let X ∈ C∆2 be a bisimplicial object in an ∞-category having finite limits. If X is a
double 2-Segal object then the symmetric monoidal lax functor βX endows X1,1 with a lax bialgebra
structure.
Definition 5.3. The universal Hall bialgebra of a double 2-Segal object X is X1,1 equipped with the
lax bialgebra structure of Theorem 5.2
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 the following diagram commutes for any bisimplicial object X
Alg∐
ιa

αX●,1
((
Bialg∐ βX // Span×2 C
Coalg∐
ιc
OO
χX1,●
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By Definition 3.4, a simplicial object Y ∈ C∆ is 2-Segal if and only if αY and χY are symmetric
monoidal functors. Therefore βX endows X1,1 with a lax bialgebra structure when X●,1 and X1,● are
2-objects.
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